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ABSTRACT:
In the 21st century, many parts of the South Asian subcontinent are being conquered by unruly,
illegal, forms of capital. Unlike the Wild West ‘the Wild East’ is developing after several decades of
electoral democracy and functioning states; it is not a territorial expansion but an expansion of
commodities and raw materials for energy and construction. Whereas the Wild West saw a vast
expansion of settler farming, hunting, mining trade and transport and of values of settler equality
and democracy, the wild east brings with its expansion the opposite: environmental degradation and
predatory politics. But like the Wild West, the Wild East is continuously on the move. Driven by
profit; it brings social transformations in its wake; in many parts of India, for example, it is coercing
local tribal people into the labour force, destroying their resource base.
In this talk, four case studies will be presented : illegal coal and fire in Jharkhand; illegal riverbed sand
in Tamil Nadu and hydro-criminality in the Himalaya of Arunachal. The economic structure and
labour processes of criminal resource extraction will be related to party political funding and
behaviour. In each case admitting criminal politics challenges the orthodox narrative of the politics of
these states.
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